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ABSTRACT Device-to-device (D2D) communications-enabled dense heterogeneous networks (HetNets)

with non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) are promising solutions to meet the high-throughput require-

ment and support massive connectivity. In this paper, we propose a novel framework on the D2D-enabled

HetNets with NOMA, where small cells underlay the uplink spectrum of macrocells to make full use of

spectrum resources, NOMA technique is invoked to serve more downlink users simultaneously, and D2D-

enabled multi-hop transmission is established to enhance signal reception of the far users (FUs) on cell edge.

We investigate joint power allocation and user scheduling to maximize the ergodic sum rate of the near users

(NUs) in the small cells while guaranteeing the quality-of-service requirements of the FUs and themacro-cell

users. The optimal solution to this problem is complexity-prohibitive especially with large numbers of users

and small base stations (SBSs) because it requires an exhaustive search over all possible combinations of

SBSs, NUs, and FUs. To simplify the solution, we develop a two-step approach by decomposing the original

problem into a power allocation problem and a user scheduling problem. We derive the closed-form solution

of the power allocation problem via analyzing the objective function and constraints. The user scheduling

problem is a joint user pairing and access point assignment problem. To solve it, we propose an SBS-NU-FU

matching algorithm to obtain a near-optimal one-to-one three-sided matching of SBSs, NUs, and FUs. The

simulation results show that the two-step method gets around 95% of the system throughput of the optimal

one and can significantly improve the spectral efficiency of the D2D-enabled HetNets.

INDEX TERMS Device-to-device communications, heterogeneous networks, matching theory,

non-orthogonal multiple access, resource allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the exponential growth of wireless devices and

data traffic in wireless networks, the forthcoming fifth-

generation (5G) and future cellular networks will face

daunting challenges of spectrum scarcity and massive

connectivity [1]–[3]. To improve the spectrum utiliza-

tion and provide more users with ubiquitous services,

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Miaowen Wen.

deploying ultra-dense heterogeneous networks (HetNets) has

been included as a key feature in both existing and future

cellular networks [4]–[6].

In HetNets, lots of low-cost and low-power small-base sta-

tions (SBSs) are densely deployed to provide high-data-rate

services [7]. These SBSs can help offload the data traffic from

macro-base stations (MBSs) and thus relieve traffic conges-

tion problems and improve the spectral efficiency (SE) of cel-

lular networks. Moreover, the SBSs can also act as relays to

enhance the data transmission of the cell-edge users [8], [9].
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However, deploying SBSs faces some challenges in practice.

First, SBSs require additional infrastructure and high mainte-

nance costs, especially with a large number of SBSs. Second,

static SBSs may not be flexible enough for the dynamic

environments [10]. To address these challenges, D2D com-

munications has been proposed as an important complement

of cellular communications in HetNets recently [11]–[13].

With D2D communications, data transmission can be directly

established between user devices without traversing the base

stations (BSs), which helps offload the data traffic from

the BSs. Meanwhile, user devices can act as D2D relay

nodes (DRNs) to enhance the transmission of cell-edge

or deeply faded users. In comparison with SBSs, D2D

communications are much easier to establish and require

no additional infrastructure or maintenance cost [14], [15].

Therefore, D2D-enabled HetNets have attracted extensive

research interests. Using D2D communications to offload

data traffic from BSs is studied in [16], [17]. Popular con-

tents are saved by cache-enabled users and shared among

users via D2D communications in [16]. D2D communica-

tions are enabled to offload machine-type communications

from cellular networks in [17]. Deploying DRNs to improve

the connective experience of cell-edge or deeply faded

users are studied in [18]–[20]. However, the aforementioned

work only considers traditional orthogonal multiple access

(OMA), without the use of non-orthogonal multiple access

(NOMA).

NOMA allows the data transmission of multiple users to

share the same time/frequency/code resource and thus has a

great potential to support massive connectivity and provide

higher SE [21]–[24]. However, resource allocation in NOMA

systems becomes more challenging than that in OMA sys-

tems because power allocation among paired users needs to

be carefully optimized to mitigate the co-channel interfer-

ence among these users. It can be foreseen that introducing

NOMA into D2D-enabled HetNets will greatly increase the

complexity of resource allocation because different types of

interference (i.e., co-channel interference of NOMA users,

inter-tier interference of HetNets, and inter-link interference

among D2D links) will be invoked. Therefore, the existing

optimization methods for D2D-enabled HetNets with OMA

are not applicable to the scenarios with NOMA and resource

allocation becomes a crucial issue in D2D-enabled HetNets

with NOMA.

Recently, there are some studies addressing the afore-

mentioned challenges of applying NOMA in D2D-enabled

HetNets. Spectrum allocation and power control for NOMA

in HetNets is investigated in [25]. User scheduling for

NOMA in HetNets is addressed in [26], [27]. Resource allo-

cation in a two-tier D2D-enabled HetNet with NOMA is

studied in [28], where each D2D transmitter serves multi-

ple users with NOMA. However, the use of multi-hop D2D

communications to achieve spatial diversity among NOMA

users is not considered in the aforementioned work. In

addition, efficient resource allocation algorithms have been

proposed in [25] and [28] based on matching theory, but

these algorithms are based on the assumption that the users

have already been paired, without the consideration of user

pairing.

There are also some studies on the usage of D2D com-

munications in NOMA systems. For example, the spatial

diversity gain achieved by D2D communications in NOMA

networks is analyzed in [29], [30], simultaneous wireless

information and power transfer (SWIPT) is applied at the

DRNs to enhance the signal reception of cell-edge users

with the energy harvested from BSs in [31], full-duplex tech-

nique is introduced at the DRNs to improve the system

throughput in [32], [33], and mode switch in D2D-enabled

NOMA networks is studied in [34]. However, the afore-

mentioned work deploys only one user pair in single-cell

networks and thus consider no user pairing. The trend of

more and more intensive network deployment motivates us to

deploy D2D-enabled NOMA in the scenarios with multiple

user pairs and multi-tier HetNets and take user pairing into

consideration.

In this paper, we propose a novel network framework

of D2D-enabled HetNets with NOMA. We investigate joint

power allocation and user scheduling tomaximize the ergodic

sum rate of small-cell near users (NUs) while satisfying the

Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements of small-cell far users

(FUs) and macro-cell users (MUs). We develop a two-step

approach by decomposing the original problem into a power

allocation problem and a user scheduling problem. We derive

the closed-form expressions of the optimal solution to the

power allocation problem. To solve the user scheduling prob-

lem, we propose a three-sided matching algorithm [35], [36],

instead of using the high-complexity exhaustive search algo-

rithm, to deal with the matching of SBSs, FUs, and NUs.

The three-sided matching algorithm has been exploited for

resource allocation with the consideration of user pairing

in wireless networks, such as subchannel allocation with

uplink-downlink user pairing for full-duplex systems in [37]

and subchannel allocationwith vehicular-cellular user pairing

for vehicular networks in [38].

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:
• We propose a new framework of D2D-enbled Het-

Nets with NOMA, which improves the SE of D2D-

enabledHetNets [20] with NOMAand extends the study

on D2D-enabled NOMA [29], [39] to multi-user and

multi-cell scenarios.

• We develop a three-sided matching algorithm to

solve the resource allocation problem. Compared with

the previous studies on two-sided matching between

radio resources (e.g. access points and subchan-

nels) and already existing user pairs in NOMA net-

works [25], [28], [40], [41], we further take user pairing

into consideration.

• We consider a more practical scenario with partial chan-

nel state information (CSI) of interference channels and

develop an algorithm robust to the uncertainty of inter-

ference channel.
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TABLE 1. Notation.

FIGURE 1. System model for a D2D-enabled cooperative NOMA HetNet.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we present the system model and problem formulation.

In Section III, we solve the power allocation problem for

each SBS-NU-FU combination with closed-form expression.

In Section IV, we formulate the user association problem

as a one-to-one three-sided matching problem and propose

a matching algorithm to solve the matching problem. In

Section V, we present the simulation results. In Section VI,

we conclude the paper. The notation of this paper is summa-

rized in Table 1.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a two-tier HetNet shown as Figure 1, where M

SBSs denoted as B = {BS1, · · · ,BSM } locate in a macro-cell

to relieve the heavy traffic load of the MBS. The uplink

spectrum of the MBS is divided into M orthogonal sub-

channels and each subchannel is designated for the uplink

transmission of one MU. The M served MUs are denoted

as M = {MU1, · · · ,MUM }. J cell-center NUs, denoted as

N = {NU1, · · · ,NUJ }, and K cell-edge FU,s denoted as

F = {FU1, · · · ,FUK }, are requiring downlink transmission

from the SBSs. Due to physical obstacles or heavy shadow-

ing, the FUs cannot establish good links to the BSs. Each SBS

underlays the spectrum of one MU to serve an NU and an

FU simultaneously by superimposing their signals in NOMA

fashion. To help the signal reception of the FUs, we enable

FIGURE 2. Signal model when BSm serves NUj and FUk .

relay transmission of the NUs to forward the signals from the

SBSs to the FUs. The whole downlink transmission of each

SBS can be divided into two phases as shown in Figure 2.

In the direct phase, the SBS transmits the superimposed

signals to the NU. Then the NU decodes the FU’s signal and

its own signal sequentially with the successive interference

cancellation (SIC) technique. In the relay phase, the NU

forwards the FU’s signal to the FU as a relay. We assume that

NUs adopt half-duplex and decode-and-forward mode.

In the rest of this section, we present the channel model and

the signal model and then formulate the joint power allocation

and user scheduling problem.

A. CHANNEL MODEL

In general, wireless channels have pathloss depend-

ing on the distance and fast fading due to multi-path

propagation [20], [33]. The channel gain of the small-cell

downlink hdm,j from BSm to NUj is

|hdm,j|
2 = ξm,jAd

−α
m,j , (1)

where ξm,j is the fast fading gain with exponential distribu-

tion, A is a pathloss constant determined by system param-

eters, d is the distance between BSm and NUj, and α is the

decay exponent. Similarly, we can express the channel gains

of the macro-cell uplink hm fromMUm to the MBS, the relay

link hj,k from NUj to FUk , the interference link gm from BSm
to the MBS, the interference link fj from NUj to the MBS, the

interference link gm,j fromMUm to NUj, and the interference

link fm,k from MUm to FUk .

Assume that the CSI of the above-mentioned links are

shared among MBS and SBSs. Based on the availability of

the CSI, we divide these links into two categories:
1) Complete-CSI channels: through the cooperation

between the source and the destination of each link,

the complete instantaneous CSI of these links, such

as hm, h
d
m,j, hj,k , gm, and fj, can be obtained with

pilot-based channel estimation and CSI feedback;

2) Partial-CSI channels: due to the lack of cooperation,

only the pathloss components of these links, such as

gm,j and fm,k ,
1 can be computed according to the loca-

tions of users.

1Acquiring the complete CSI of gm,j and fm,k at the BSs consumes a large
number of time/frequency resources. In particular, gm,j can be estimated by
NUj and then transmitted to the BSs through uplink; fm,k can be estimated by
FUk , transmitted to NUj through D2D communications, and then forwarded
to the BSs through uplink. Therefore, to make full use of the scarce radio
resources, we reduce the feedback of gm,j and fm,k with the consumption of
partial CSI on these links.
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B. SIGNAL MODEL

Assuming that BSm underlays the uplink spectrum of MUm
to serve NUj and FUk , we present the signal models of the

direct and relay phases, which are shown in Figure 2 (a) and

(b), respectively.

1) DIRECT PHASE

As Figure 2 (a) shows,BSm transmits the superimposed signal

of NUj and FUk to NUj. Let s
N
j and sFk denote the signals for

NUj and FUk , respectively. The transmitted signal of BSm is

xm =
√

PNm,js
N
j +

√

PFm,ks
F
k , (2)

where PNm,j and P
F
m,k denote the transmit powers for sNj and

sFk , respectively. Meanwhile, MUm transmits its signal sMm to

the MBS over the same subchannel. Then the received signal

of NUj is

yNj = hdm,jxm + gm,j
√
pms

M
m + wN

j , (3)

where pm is the transmit power of MUm, and wN
j ∼

CN (0, σ 2) is the additive Gaussian white noise (AWGN) at

NUj with variance σ 2.

With SIC, NUj first decodes the signal s
F
k of FUk and then

decodes its own signal sNj after subtracting sFk from yNj . When

decoding sFk , NUj treats both s
N
j and sMm as interference. The

signals are normalized such that E[|sNj |2] = E[|sFk |
2] =

E[|sMm |2] = 1. Then the signal-to-interference-plus-noise

ratio (SINR) for NUj to decode s
F
k is

γ
N,F
m,j,k =

PFm,j|h
d
m,j|

2

PNm,j|h
d
m,j|2 + pm|gm,j|2 + σ 2

. (4)

AfterNUj successfully decodes s
F
k , it subtracts s

F
k from yNj and

decodes sNj . Here s
M
m is still treated as interference. Then the

SINR for NUj to decode s
N
j is

γN
m,j,k =

PNm,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

pm
∣
∣gm,j

∣
∣
2 + σ 2

. (5)

The MBS receives a superimposed signal of sMm and xm as

yM,d
m = hm

√
pms

M
m +

√
κgmxm + wd

m, (6)

wherewd
m ∼ CN (0, σ 2) is the AWGN and κ characterizes the

capability of the interferencemitigation technique adopted by

the MBS to mitigate the interference from the SBSs.2 Then

the SINR for the MBS to decode sMm is

γ
M,d
m,j,k =

pm|hm|2

κ(PNm,j + PFm,k )|gm|2 + σ 2
. (7)

Since FUk cannot establish a good link to BSm, we ignore

the received signal of FUk in the direct phase.

2It is practical to mitigate the inter-tier interference between the MBS and
the SBSs with cooperative signal processing and beamforming [42].

2) RELAY PHASE

As Figure 2 (b) shows, after NUj successfully decodes sFk ,

it transmits sFk toFUk with powerPj over the same subchannel

that BSm uses in the direct phase. In consideration of the

interference from MUm, the received signal at FUk is

yFk = hj,k
√

Pjs
F
k + fm,k

√
pms

M
m + wF

k , (8)

wherewF
k ∼ CN (0, σ 2) is the AWGN at FUk . Then the SINR

for FUk to decode its signal s
F
k is

γ F
m,j,k =

Pj
∣
∣hj,k

∣
∣
2

pm|fm,k |2 + σ 2
. (9)

The MBS receives a superimposed signal of sMm and sFk as

yM,r
m = hm

√
pms

M
m + fj

√

Pjs
F
k + wr

m, (10)

where wr
m ∼ CN (0, σ 2) is the AWGN. Then the SINR for

the MBS to decode sMm is

γ
M,r
m,j,k =

pm|hm|2

Pj
∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2 + σ 2

. (11)

C. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this subsection, we formulate the optimization problem

based on the aforementioned system model.

Denote a user association indicator xm,j,k , which is xm,j,k =
1 when BSm serves NUj and FUk and xm,j,k = 0 otherwise.

We aim to maximize the ergodic sum rate of the NUs while

guaranteeing the QoS requirements of the FUs and the MUs.

The ergodic rate of NUj when it connects to BSm and serves

FUj as a relay is

Rm,j,k = E

[
1

2
log2

(

1 + γN
m,j,k

)
]

, (12)

where the expectation E [·] is taken over the fast fading

distribution and the factor 1/2 accounts for the equal time par-

tition between the direct and relay phases. Then the resource

allocation problem can be formulated as

max
{

PNm,j

}

,
{

PFm,k

}

,

{Pj},{pm},{xm,j,k}

M
∑

m=1

J
∑

j=1

K
∑

k=1

xm,j,k Rm,j,k (13)

s.t. Pr
{

γ
N,F
m,j,k ≤ γ̄ F

k

}

≤ p0, if xm,j,k = 1, (13a)

Pr
{

γ F
m,j,k ≤ γ̄ F

k

}

≤ p0, if xm,j,k = 1, (13b)

min
{

γ
M,d
m,j,k , γ

M,r
m,j,k

}

≥ γ̄M
m , ∀m, (13c)

PNm,j ≥ 0, PFm,k ≥ 0,

PNm,j + PFm,k ≤ Pmax
BSm

, ∀m ∀j ∀k,
(13d)

0 ≤ pm ≤ pmax
m , ∀m, (13e)

0 ≤ Pj ≤ Pmax
NUj

, ∀j, (13f)

xm,j,k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀m ∀j ∀k, (13g)
∑M

m=1

∑K
k=1 xm,j,k = 1, ∀j, (13h)
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∑M
m=1

∑J
j=1 xm,j,k = 1, ∀k, (13i)

∑J
j=1

∑K
k=1 xm,j,k = 1, ∀m, (13j)

where γ̄ F
k and γ̄M

m are the minimum SINR thresholds for

the FUs and the MUs, respectively, to establish reliable

links, p0 is the tolerable outage probability of the FUs,

constraints (13b) and (13a) ensure the maximum outage

probability bounds of the FUs on the direct and relay

links, respectively, constraint (13c) ensures the minimum

rate requirements of the MUs, constraint (13d) ensures the

validity of the SBS power allocation for the NUs and the FUs,

constraint (13e) is the peak uplink transmit power constraint

for the MUs, constraint (13f) is the peak relay transmit power

constraint for the NUs, constraint (13g) ensures that the user

association indicators are binary, constraints (13h) and (13i)

ensure that each FU can only be paired with at most one NU

and vice versa, respectively, and constraint (13j) ensures that

each SBS can serve at most one NU-FU user pair.

It can be easily seen that problem (13) is a mixed integer

and nonlinear optimization problem, which cannot be directly

solved. In the following sections, we solve problem (13)

by decomposing it into two sub-problems, i.e., the power

allocation problem and the user scheduling problem.

III. OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION FOR EACH

SBS-NU-FU COMBINATION

In this section, we study the optimal power allocation for

each SBS-NU-FU combination. Given an arbitrary user asso-

ciation pattern, where BSm serves NUj and FUk , the power

allocation problem in (13) is

max
PNm,j,P

F
m,j,Pj,pm

Rm,j,k (14)

s.t. Pr
{

γ
N,F
m,j,k ≤ γ̄ F

k

}

≤ p0, (14a)

Pr
{

γ F
m,j,k ≤ γ̄ F

k

}

≤ p0, (14b)

min
{

γ
M,d
m,j,k , γ

M,r
m,j,k

}

≥ γ̄M
m , (14c)

PNm,j ≥ 0, PFm,k ≥ 0,

PNm,j + PFm,k ≤ Pmax
BSm

,
(14d)

0 ≤ pm ≤ pmax
m , (14e)

0 ≤ Pj ≤ Pmax
NUj

. (14f)

Due to the recent advances on cellular communication

technologies and the slowly varying positions of the SBSs, the

MBS can suppress the interference from the SBSs effectively

with zero-forcing receiver [43]. Therefore, we can have an

approximation of κ ≈ 0, which indicates γ
M,d
m,j,k ≈ pm|hm|2

σ 2 <

γ
M,r
m,j,k and constraint (14c) can be simplified as

γ
M,r
m,j,k =

pm|hm|2

Pj
∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2 + σ 2

≥ γ̄M
m,j,k . (15)

In the rest of this section, we will solve problem (14).

To begin with, we introduce the following proposition to

show our observations on the property of the ergodic rate

Rm,j,k of NUj.

Proposition 1: The ergodic rate of NUj can be written as

Rm,j,k =
1

2

∫ +∞

0

log2




1 +

PNm,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

pm|gm,j|2 + σ 2






×
1

λm,j
e
−

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

λm,j d

∣
∣
∣h

d
m,j

∣
∣
∣

2
, (16)

where λm,j is the path loss on the interference link from

MUm to NUj. From (16), we can easily obtain the following

observations:
• With fixed PNm,j,Rm,j,k monotonically decreases with pm;

• With fixed pm, Rm,j,k monotonically increases with P
N
m,j.

Based on Proposition 1, we derive the optimal solution to

problem (14) in Theorem 1 using Lemma 2 and Lemma 1,

proved in Appendix A and B, respectively.

Lemma 1: According to constraint (14a), the optimal solu-

tion to problem (14) must satisfy PFm,k = f1

(

PNm,j, pm

)

, where

f1

(

PNm,j, pm

)

, −pm
γ̄ F
k λm,j ln p0

|hdm,j|2
+PNm,jγ̄

F
k +

γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hdm,j|2
. (17)

Lemma 2: According to constraints (14b) and (14c), prob-

lem (14) is feasible only if

|hm|2|hj,k |2 + γ̄M
m γ̄ F

k

∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
νm,k ln p0 > 0, (18)

where νm,k is the path loss on the interference link from MUm
to FUk , and the optimal solution to problem (14) must satisfy

pm ≥ pLBm and Pj = f2(pm), where

pLBm ,
γ̄M
m |hj,k |2σ 2 + γ̄ F

k γ̄M
m

∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
σ 2

|hm|2|hj,k |2 + γ̄ F
k γ̄M

m

∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
νm,k ln p0

(19)

and

f2(pm) , pm
|hm|2
∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
γ̄M
m

−
σ 2

∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
. (20)

Ignoring the peak transmit power constraints, Lemma 1

ensures that the QoS constraint of FUk in the direct phase can

be satisfied and Lemma 2 ensures that the QoS constraints of

MUm and FUk in the relay phase can be satisfied. Then we

derive the optimal solution to problem (14) in Theorem 1

in Appendix C, where we first obtain the feasible region of

problem (14) by taking Lemma 2, Lemma 1, and the peak

transmit power constraints into consideration and then derive

the closed-form expression of the optimal solution.

Theorem 1: Problem (14) is feasible only if

Pmax
BSm

−
γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hdm,j|2
> 0, (21)

pLBm ≤ min
{

pmax
m ,A1

}

, (22)
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and (18) hold, where A1 =
Pmax
BSm

|hdm,j|
2−γ̄ F

k σ 2

γ̄ F
k λm,j ln(1/p0)

. The optimal

solution
{

PN ∗
m,j ,P

F ∗
m,j ,P

∗
j , p

∗
m

}

to problem (14) is

{

f3(p
∗
m),P

max
BSm

− PN ∗
m,j , f2(p

∗
m), p

LB
m

}

, (23)

where

f3(pm) =
Pmax
BSm

|hdm,j|
2 − pmγ̄ F

k λm,j ln(1/p0) − γ̄ F
k σ 2

(1 + γ̄ F
k )|h

d
m,j|2

. (24)

Given Theorem 1, we set R∗
m,j,k = −∞ if problem (14)

is not feasible; Otherwise, we first derive the optimal power

allocation according to (23) and then compute the corre-

sponding ergodic rate R
∗
m,j,k of NUj based on the following

lemma, proved in Appendix D.

Lemma 3: When NUj connects to BSm and serves FUj as

a relay, the ergodic rate of NUj is given by

Rm,j,k =
1

2
log2




1 +

PNm,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

σ 2






−
1

2 ln 2
e

PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2
+σ2

pmλm,j Ei




−

PNm,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2
+ σ 2

pmλm,j






+
1

2 ln 2
e

σ2

pmλm,j Ei

(

−
σ 2

pmλm,j

)

, (25)

where Ei(x) =
∫ x
−∞

et

t
dt is the exponential integral function.

IV. EFFICIENT USER SCHEDULING WITH THE MATCHING

ALGORITHM

In the previous section, we have obtained the optimal power

allocation for each SBS-NU-FU combination and the cor-

responding NU ergodic rate R
∗
m,j,k . The resource allocation

problem in (13) can be reduced to a user scheduling problem,

which is a joint user pairing and access point assignment

problem and can expressed as

max
{xm,j,k}

M
∑

m=1

J
∑

j=1

K
∑

k=1

xm,j,kR
∗
m,j,k

s.t. (13g) − − (13j). (26)

The optimal solution to problem (26) requires an exhaus-

tive search, which is complexity-prohibitive. To efficiently

solve problem (26), we formulate it as a one-to-one

three-sided matching problem and propose a low-complexity

SBS-NU-FU matching algorithm (SNFMA) to obtain a

near-optimal solution to this matching problem. In the rest

of this section, we will formulate the SBS-NU-FU matching

problem, describe the details of the SNFMA, and analyze the

stability, convergence, and complexity of the SNFMA.

A. ONE-TO-ONE THREE-SIDED SBS-NU-FU MATCHING

PROBLEM

We formulate problem (26) as a one-to-one three-sided

matching problem. To better describe the matching problem,

we will first introduce some notations and definitions for the

matching problem.

Definition 1: When NUj connects to BSm and serves FUj
as a relay, we say that BSm, NUj, and FUk are matched

with each other. They three together form a matching triple

denoted by 1 = (BSm,NUj,FUk ). Any two of these three

agents form an agent pair, i.e., (BSm,NUj), (BSm,FUk ), and

(NUj,FUk ) are agent pairs.

We denote the triple utility of any triple (BSm,NUj,FUk )

by the ergodic rate of the NU in this triple, i.e., Um,j,k =
R

∗
m,j,k . Apparently, each triple has unique channels among its

agents and therefore yields a unique triple utility. When an

agent is matched with different agent pairs and form different

triples, these triples yield different utilities. Based on the

differences among the triple utilities, we define the preference

of each agent over the agent pairs. For example, we say that

NUj prefers agent pair (BSm,FUk ) to agent pair (BSp,FUq)

because triple (BSm,NUj,FUk ) yields a higher utility than

triple (BSp,NUj,FUq) does, which can be expressed as

(BSm,FUk ) ≻NUj (BSp,FUq) ⇔ Um,j,k > Up,j,q. (27)

By sorting the utilities of the triples, a strictly-ordered

preference list [44] can be built up for each agent to record

its preference over all agent pairs from the other two agent

sets. The set of the preference lists of all agents is denoted as

P = {P(BS1), · · · ,P(BSM ),P(NU1), · · · ,P(NUJ ),

P(FU1), · · · ,P(FUK )} , (28)

where P(BSm), P(NUj), and P(FUk ) are the preference lists

of BSm, NUj, and FUk , which contain at most JK NU-FU

pairs, MK SBS-FU pairs, and MJ SBS-NU pairs, respec-

tively. Note that the agent pairs that yield non-positive util-

ities are not listed in the preference lists. For example,

the preference list P(NUj) of NUj contains all SBS-FU pairs

that yield positive utilities with NUj and these SBS-FU

pairs are in descending order of NUj’s preference over them

such that (BSm,NUj) is always in front of (BSp,NUq) if

(BSm,FUk ) ≻NUj (BSp,FUq).

Next, we will formulate problem (26) as a matching prob-

lem with the notations and definitions of the matching triple

and the preference list.

Definition 2: Given a set B of M SBSs, a set N of J NUs,

and a set F of K FUs. A one-to-one three-sided matching

9 is a function defined as 9 : B 7−→ N × F,N 7−→
B × F,F 7−→ B × N . Under 9, there are at most

L = min{M , J ,K } disjoint matching triples denoted by

{11, · · · , 1L}, which satisfy:
1) 9(BSm) = (NUj,FUk ), 9(NUj) = (BSm,FUk ), and

9(FUk ) = (BSm,NUj) if BSm, NUj, and FUk are in

matching triple 1l , l ∈ {1, · · · ,L};
2) 9(BSm) = ∅, if BSm is not in any matching triple;

3) 9(NUj) = ∅, if NUj is not in any matching triple;

4) 9(FUk ) = ∅, if FUk is not in any matching triple;

5) 1p ∩ 1q = ∅, ∀p, q ∈ {1, · · · ,L}andp 6= q.
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FIGURE 3. An example of a one-to-one three-sided SBS-NU-FU matching
composed of two matching triples.

Figure 3 illustrates an example of a one-to-one three-sided

SBS-NU-FU matching, where two SBSs, two NUs, and two

FUs form two disjoint matching triples and NU2 and FUk are

two unmatched agents.

The total utility of matching 9 is defined as the sum of the

triple utilities of the matching triples under 9, which can be

expressed as

U9 =
M
∑

m=1

J
∑

j=1

K
∑

k=1

xm,j,kR
∗
m,j,k . (29)

We formulate problem (26) as a one-to-one three-sided

SBS-NU-FU matching problem, which can be described as:

we aim to find a one-to-one three-sided matching 9 from a

set of SBSs, a set of NUs, and a set of FUs that maximizes

the total utility U9 , subject to constraints (13g) – (13j). The

optimization variables of this problem are
{

xm,j,k

}

. Next,

we will propose a matching algorithm to solve this problem

in Section IV-B.

B. SBS-NU-FU MATCHING ALGORITHM

We solve the one-to-one three-sided SBS-NU-FU matching

problem by utilizing matching theory, where each NU is an

agent trying to be matched with its favorite SBS-FU pair and

the SBSs and FUs tend to choose the NUs that maximizes

the total utility. We give the NUs the priority to choose

their favorite SBS-FU pairs, and thus the matching procedure

begins with the NUs nominating themselves to their favorite

SBS-FU pairs. After receiving the nominations from theNUs,

the SBSs and the FUs will decide whether to accept or

reject these nominations. It is likely that an SBS or an FU

may receive multiple nominations from more NUs than one,

which indicates the conflict of the nominations happens. To

explain how the SBSs and FUs choose among the conflicting

nominations from multiple NUs, we introduce the concept of

blocking triples, which is defined as follows.

Definition 3: Given a matching 9 and a triple 1B con-

taining at least onematched agent and at least one unmatched

agent under 9. We have:
1) If only one agent of 1B is matched under 9, let a1

denote this matched agent. 1B is a blocking triple

under 9 when U1B
> Ua1,9(a1);

2) If two agents of1B are matched under9, let a1 and a2
denote these matched agents. We have:
a) If a1 ∈ 9(a2), 1B is a blocking triple under 9

when U1B
> Ua1,9(a1);

b) If a1 /∈ 9(a2), 1B is a blocking triple under 9

when U1B
> Ua1,9(a1) + Ua2,9(a2).

Denote a1, a2, and a3 as the three agents in triple1B, where

a3 is unmatched and at least one of a1 and a2 is matched

under9. If a3 nominates itself to (a1, a2) and (a1, a2) accepts

a3, at least one original triple under 9 will be broken up

because at least one agent of a1 and a2must reject its currently

matched agents as a result of being matched with a3. Items

1) and 2a) imply the case that one original triple will be

broken up, where 1B is a blocking triple if the utility of 1B

is higher than that of the broken-up triple. Item 2b) implies

the case that two original triples will be broken up, where 1B

is a blocking triple if the utility of 1B is higher than the sum

of the triple utilities of the broken-up triples.

The details of the SNFMA are described in Algorithm 1,

which consists of a power allocation procedure in Stage I, an

initialization procedure in Stage II, and a matching procedure

in Stage III.

In Stage I, the power allocation for each SBS-NU-FU

combination is determined, and the corresponding ergodic

rate of each NU is computed.

In Stage II, the preference list of each NU is obtained by

sorting the preference over the SBS-FU pairs of each NU,

and three unmatched agent sets, US , UN , and UF are built

to record whether or not each SBS, NU, and FU, respectively,

are matched.

In Stage III, the matching procedure requires multiple

iterations. In each iteration, each NUj nominates itself to its

favorite SBS-FU pair (BSm∗ ,FUk∗ ) that has never rejected

NUj in the previous iterations. If both BSm∗ and FUk∗ have

never received any nomination in the previous iterations

and receive no nomination from other NUs in this iteration,

(BSm∗ ,FUk∗ ) will temporarily accept the nomination from

NUj and be match with NUj. Otherwise, if BSm∗ , or FUk∗ ,

or both of them have already been matched before this

iteration or have received nominations from other FUs in

this iteration, we first check whether (BSm∗ ,NUj,FUk∗ ) is a

blocking triple under current matching: if (BSm∗ ,NUj,FUk∗ )

is a blocking triple, BSm∗ and FUk∗ will accept NUj and

rejects their previously matched NUs; otherwise, they will

reject NUj. Note that this blocking triple only ‘‘blocks’’ the

current matching, i.e., BSm∗ and FUk∗ may reject NUj and

be matched with another NU in a later iteration if the newly

formed triple ‘‘blocks’’ (BSm∗ ,NUj,FUk∗ ). The iterations

stop when no NU nominate itself to the SBS-FU pairs, which

means that each NU is either matched to an SBS-FU pair

or rejected by all SBS-FU pairs. The matching pattern is

recorded by setting xm,j,k = 1 if BSm, NUj, and FUk are

matched and xm,j,k = 0 otherwise.

C. ANALYSIS OF THE SBS-NU-FU MATCHING ALGORITHM

1) STABILITY AND CONVERGENCE

We illustrate that the SNFMA can finally converge to a stable

matching. To begin with, we introduce the definition of a

stable matching.
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Algorithm 1 SBS-NU-FU Matching Algorithm

Input: Set of SBSs B; Set of NUs N ; Set of FUs F

Output: A stable one-to-one three-sidedmatching9; Power

allocation scheme.

1: – Stage I: Power Allocation

2: for m = 1 : M do

3: for j = 1 : J do

4: for k = 1 : K do

5: Compute the optimal power allocation and the

corresponding NU ergodic rate according toThe-

orem 1 and Lemma 3, respectively;

6: end for

7: end for

8: end for

9: – Stage II: Initialization of Matching Algorithm

10: Form M × K SBS-FU pairs from B × F ;

11: Construct the preference lists of all NUs in N over all

SBS-FU pairs: {P(NU1), · · · ,P(NUJ )};
12: Build up the sets of unmatched SBSs US = B,

unmatched NUs UN = N , and unmatched UFs UF =
F ;

13: – Stage III: Matching

14: while UN is not empty and the preference list P(NUj) of

each NUj is not empty do

15: NUj nominates itself to its currently favorite SBS-FU

pair (BSm∗ ,FUk∗ ), namely the first one in P(NUj);

16: if BSm∗ ∈ US and FUk∗ ∈ UF then

17: Match NUj with (BSm∗ ,FUk∗ ) and record this

matching triple;

18: Remove NUj, BSm∗ and FUk∗ from UN , US , and

UF , respectively;

19: else if (BSm∗ ,NUj,FUk∗ ) is a blocking triple then

20: Match NUj with (BSm∗ ,FUk∗ ) and record this

matching triple;

21: Remove NUj from UN ;

22: BSm∗ and FUk∗ reject their currently matched

agents;

23: Add the rejected agents in their corresponding

unmatched agent sets;

24: end if

25: Remove (BSm∗ ,FUk∗ ) from P(NUj);

26: end while

Definition 4: A matching 9 is stable if there exists no

blocking triple except the matching triples under 9.

Lemma 4: If the SNFMA converges to a matching 9∗, 9∗

is a stable matching.

Proof: Suppose that a matching 9∗ is achieved by the

end of Stage III of Algorithm 1. We prove that every triple

except the matching triples under 9∗ cannot be a blocking

triple. As shown in Line 15 of Algorithm 1, every NU is

willing to nominate itself to its favorite SBS-FU pair that has

not previously rejected it, i.e., an NU will not nominate itself

to an SBS-FU pair until it is rejected by all SBS-FU pairs

that it prefers to this SBS-FU pair. Moreover, the condition

of the while loop (Line 14 of the algorithm) indicates that

each NU will continue the nomination until it is accepted

by an SBS-FU pair or rejected by every SBS-FU pair. Sup-

pose that there is a triple 1t = (BSm,NUj,FUk ) except

the matching triples under 9∗. Then there are two possible

cases:

Case 1) NUj has never nominated itself to (BSm,FUk ).

Based on the previous description, NUj must prefer its cur-

rently matched SBS-FU pair 9∗(NUj) to (BSm,FUk ), i.e.,

9∗(NUj) ≻NUj (BSm,FUk ) and UNUj,9∗(NUj) > U1t , which

contradicts the definition of a blocking triple. Therefore, 1t

is not a blocking triple.

Case 2) NUj has nominated itself to (BSm,FUk ) at a certain

iteration, but it is rejected by (BSm,FUk ) later. This indicates

that one agent in (BSm,FUk ) or both of them can form another

triple 1s with an NU other than NUj such that U1s > U1t ,

which also contradicts the definition of a blocking triple.

Therefore, 1t is not a blocking triple.

Since 1t is arbitrarily chosen, the above conclusion is

applicable to any triple except the matching triples under 9∗.
Therefore, matching 9∗ is stable.

Theorem 2: The SNFMA converges to a stable matching

in a finite number of iterations.

Proof: We prove that the matching process of the

SNFMA in Algorithm 1 will end in a limited number of

iterations. In each iteration, each unmatched NU nominates

itself to its favorite SBS-FU pair (Line 15 of Algorithm 1)

and remove this SBS-FU pair from its preference list (Line 25

of Algorithm 1). As shown in Line 14 of Algorithm 1,

the iteration terminates once every NU is matched or the

preference list of each NU is empty. Since the preference list

of each NU containing no more than MK SBS-FU pairs is

with finite length and gets shorter after each iteration, the

number of nominations each NU can make is no more than

MK and the total number of the while-loop iterations is no

more than MK . Therefore, the SNFMA can converge to a

final matching in a finite number of iterations and the final

matching is stable according to Lemma 4.

2) COMPLEXITY

Here we analyze the computational complexity of the

SNFMA and compare it with the optimal exhaustive search

algorithm (OESA) and the two-step two-sidedmatching algo-

rithm (TSTSMA). Through the OESA, all possible cases of

user association are listed, and then the case that yields the

highest sum ergodic rate of NUs is selected as the optimal user

association. Through the TSTSMA, user pairing and access

point association are decoupled as two separate two-sided

matching problems solved with the Gale-Shapeley algorithm

sequentially [37].

The SNFMA, the OESA, and the TSTSMA all need first

to solve the power allocation problem for each SBS-NU-FU

combination, shown as Stage I of Algorithm 1, which

involves totally MJK times of calculating (23) and (25) to

solve the power allocation problems and to derive the corre-

sponding NU ergodic rates, respectively.
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Then we analyze the computational complexity of solv-

ing the user scheduling problem with the OESA and

the SNFMA, respectively. In the OESA, we first assume

min{M , J ,K } = M , which indicates that each of theM SBSs

is associated with one NU and one FU. By choosing M NUs

from N and M FUs from F , there are totally
(
J
M

)

×
(
K
M

)

agent selection patterns. For each agent selection pattern,

we have (M !)2matching cases among the selected agents. The

OESA needs to traverse every matching case for every agent

selection pattern. Similarly, we can calculate the complexity

for the cases of min{M , J ,K } = J and min{M , J ,K } = K .

Therefore, the computational complexity of solving the user

scheduling problem with the OESA is given by



















O

(
J !K !(M !)2

(J −M )!(K −M )!

)

, if min{M , J ,K } = M ,

O

(
M !K !(J !)2

(M − J )!(K − J )!

)

, if min{M , J ,K } = J ,

O

(
M !J !(K !)2

(M − K )!(J − K )!

)

, if min{M , J ,K } = K .

(30)

Next, we analyze the computational complexity of the

SNFMA. In Stage II of Algorithm 1, each NU requires a

sorting process to obtain its preference list, which has a com-

putational complexity ofO(M2K 2). Therefore, the total com-

putational complexity of Stage II is O(JM2K 2). In Stage III

of Algorithm 1, each NU nominates itself at most MK

times and thus the computational complexity of matching

procedure at Stage III is at most O(JMK ). Final, we analyze

the computational complexity of the TSTSMA. To solve the

user pairing problem, each NU obtains its preference list

through a sorting process with a computational complexity

of O(K 2) and nominates itself at most K times. After user

pairing, there exists at most L = min{J ,K } user pairs. To

solve the access point association problem, each user pair

obtains its preference list through a sorting process with a

computational complexity of O(M2) and nominates itself at

mostM times. Therefore, the total computational complexity

of the TSTSMA is O(JK 2 + LM2) for the sorting procedure

and O(JK + LM ) for the matching procedure.

As we have analyzed, the computational complexity of

the OESA shows an exponential growth with the increasing

numbers of SBSs, NUs, and FUs. In contrast, the computa-

tional complexity of the SNFMA shows a quadratic growth

with the increasing numbers of SBSs and users. Therefore,

the SNFMA has the advantage of a much lower complexity,

especially when plenty of SBSs and users are deployed in the

system. Our simulation results in Section V will demonstrate

such an advantage by showing that the running time of the

SNFMA is much shorter than that of the OESA.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the SNFMA.

We consider a three-sector cell with radius r0 = 250 meters

as shown in Figure 4, where the macro-BS is located in the

FIGURE 4. Illustration of system deployment.

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of running time between the OESA and the
SNFMA.

center of the cell and three SBSs are deployed in the center of

the three sectors [20]. The MUs are randomly located in the

cell. The NUs are randomly located between r1 = 100 m and

r0. The FUs are randomly allocated in the extended cell area

between r0 and r2 = 300 m. The values of major simulation

parameters are listed in Table 2.

Figure 5 shows the average running time of the SNFMA,

in comparison with the OESA. The simulation is running

withMATLAB 2015b on a personal computer with Intel Core

i7-6770K CPU and 16 GB DDR3 RAM. From the figure,

the average running time of the SNFMA is obviously much

shorter than that of the OESA. The average running time of

the OESA exhibits an exponential growth with the increasing

number of users. In contrast, the running time of the SNFMA

grows with the increasing number of users in a much lower

speed.

The three subtables in Table 3 shows the average number

of scheduled triples versus different Pmax
BSm

, J and K , and γ̄ F
k

and γ̄M
m , respectively. In each subtable, the default parameters
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TABLE 3. Average number of scheduled triples.

FIGURE 6. Average sum rate of users versus peak BS transmit power, with
J = K = 6.

are Pmax
BSm

= 35 dBm, J = K = 6, and γ̄ F
k =

γ̄M
m = 10 dB. From the table, more triples are scheduled as

Pmax
BSm

, J , and K increase, and fewer triples are scheduled as

γ̄ F
k and γ̄M

m increase. The reason is obvious: with higher Pmax
BSm

,

the MUs’ and FUs’ QoS constraints are easier to satisfy; with

larger J and K , more triples satisfying the MUs’ and FUs’

QoS constraints are available in the system; however, with

higher γ̄ F
k and γ̄M

m , the MUs’ and FUs’ QoS constraints are

more difficult to satisfy and therefore fewer triples can be

scheduled.

Figure 6 shows the average sum rates of three sets of

users (i.e., the NUs, the FUs, and the MUs) versus SBS

peak transmit power Pmax
BSm

in the case of J = K = 6.

We compare the SNFMA with the OESA and the random

matching algorithm (RMA). Through the RMA, the power

allocation of each SBS-NU-FU combination is determined

according to Theorem 1 and the user scheduling is randomly

determined. From the figure, the SNFMAperforms very close

to the OESA. In particular, when Pmax
BSm

= 35 dBm, the

SNFMA gets around 96%, 94%, and 94% of the sum rates of

the NUs, the FUs, and the MUs, respectively, by the OESA.

In addition, the SNFMA significantly outperforms the RMA,

which verifies the validity of the matching algorithm.

Figure 7 demonstrates the cumulative distribution func-

tion (CDF) of achievable individual user rate in the case

of J = K = 6 and Pmax
BSm

= 35 dBm. We compare the

NOMA-based network with an OMA-based network. For the

OMA-based network, each time slot is equally separated into

three phases, which are respectively used for the SBSs to

transmit the signals of the NUs to the NUs, for the SBSs

to transmit the signals of the FUs to the NUs, and for the

FIGURE 7. The CDF of achievable individual user rate, with J = K = 6 and
Pmax

BSm
= 35 dBm.

FIGURE 8. Average system throughput versus peak BS transmit power,
with J = K = 6.

NUs to forward the signals to the FUs. The optimization

of the OMA-based network adopts the three-sided matching

algorithm to maximize the NU’s and the FUs’ sum ergodic

rates given the MUs’ minimum SINR constraints, based on

incomplete CSI of the interference links. From the figure,

NOMA can efficiently improve the rates of the NUs due to

the superimposed structure. The lower bound of the curves

represents the probability of the idle state of each subchan-

nel, where no user is scheduled on that subchannel, which

is 30.6% for OMA and 20.6% for NOMA. This indicates

that the performance gain of NOMA enables the network to

schedule more users.

Figure 8 depicts the average system throughput versus

Pmax
BSm

in the case of J = K = 6. We compare the SNFMA

with three benchmarks: 1) the OMA-based network (OMA-

SNFMA), 2) an NOMA-based D2D-enabled HetNet with

complete CSI for interference links (SNFMA-CCSI), and

3) an NOMA-based D2D-enabled HetNet with complete

but outdated CSI for interference links (SNFMA-OCSI).

SNFMA-CCSI and SNFMA-OCSI adopt the three-sided

matching algorithm to maximize the NUs’ sum instant rate

instead of the NUs’ sum ergordic rate, given the FUs’ min-

imum SINR constraints instead of the FUs’ maximum out-

age probability constraints. Compared to the OMA network,

the NOMA network can achieve higher system throughput

when Pmax
BSm

is higher than around 12 dBm in our scenario.

For example, when Pmax
BSj

= 35 dBm, the SNFMA achieves
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FIGURE 9. Average achievable sum rate of users versus SINR thresholds, with J = K = 6 and Pmax
BSm

= 35 dBm. (a) Average

achievable sum rate of NUs. (b) Average achievable sum rate of FUs. (c) Average achievable sum rate of MUs.

roughly a 42% higher average system throughput than the

OMA-SNFMA. Compared with the instant-rate optimiza-

tion based on complete CSI, our proposed method performs

closely with the instant-rate optimization with complete CSI

and outperforms the instant-rate optimization with outdated

CSI significantly. In particular, when Pmax
BSj

= 35 dBm,

the SNFMA gets around 80% of the average system through-

put achieved by the SNFMA-CCSI and around 193% of the

average system throughput achieved by the SNFMA-OCSI.

In additions, the SNFMA achieves roughly a 10% higher

average system throughput than the TSTSMA described in

Section IV-C.2 when Pmax
BSj

= 35 dBm.

Figure 9 shows of the average achievable sum rates of the

three sets of users versus the minimum SINR thresholds for

MUs and FUs in the case of J = K = 6 and Pmax
BSm

=
35 dBm. In Figure 9(a), the NUs’ average achievable sum

rate decreases as either γ̄ F
k or γ̄M

m increases. This is because

increasing γ̄ F
k encourages the SBSs to allocate more transmit

power to the FUs and thus to allocate less transmit power to

the NUs. And increasing γ̄M
m encourages the MUs to increase

their transmit powers, which introduces more interference to

the NUs. In Figure 9(b), the FUs’ average achievable sum rate

decreases as γ̄M
m increases because increasing γ̄M

m encourages

the MUs to increase their transmit powers, which introduces

more interference to the FUs. On the other hand, the FUs’

average achievable sum rate first increases and then decreases

as γ̄ F
k increases. This is because increasing γ̄ F

k encourages

the SBSs to allocate more transmit power to the FUs. How-

ever, the outage probability of the FUs also increases with

increasing γ̄ F
k . In Figure 9(c), the MUs’ average achievable

sum rate decreases as γ̄ F
k increases because increasing γ̄ F

k

encourages the NUs to increase the relay transmit powers,

which introduces more interference to the MBS. On the other

hand, the MUs’ average achievable sum rate first increases

and then decreases as γ̄M
m increases. This is because increas-

ing γ̄M
m encourage the MUs to increase their transmit powers.

However, the outage probability of the MUs also increases

with increasing γ̄M
m .

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel framework on

D2D-enabled HetNets with NOMA, where the SBSs can

serve multiple users simultaneously with NOMA and

D2D-enabled multi-hop transmission is established to

enhance the signal reception of the FUs.We study joint power

allocation and user scheduling to maximize the ergodic rate

of the NUs while guaranteeing the QoS requirements of the

FUs and the MUs. To solve the joint optimization problem,

we develop a two-step approach by decomposing the original

problem into two sub-problems, which are the power allo-

cation problem and the user scheduling problem. We obtain

the closed-form expression of the optimal solution to the

power allocation problem. We formulate the user scheduling

problem as a one-to-one three-sided matching problem and

propose a low-complexity matching algorithm to obtain a

near-optimal solution to the matching problem. Simulation

results show that the two-step method performs very closely

with the optimal one and can significantly improve the SE of

D2D-enabled HetNets.

APPENDIX

A. PROOF OF LEMMA 1

According to the channel model, the probability density func-

tion (PDF) of |gm,j|2 is f|gm,j|2 (x) = 1
λm,j

e
− x

λm,j . Based on (4),

we have

Pr
{

γ
N,F
m,j,k ≤ γ̄ F

k

}

= Pr

{

PFm,j|h
d
m,j|

2

PNm,j|h
d
m,j|2 + pm|gm,j|2 + σ 2

≤ γ̄ F
k

}

= Pr

{

|gm,j|2 ≥
PFm,j|h

d
m,j|

2 − γ̄ F
k P

N
m,j|h

d
m,j|

2 − γ̄ F
k σ 2

γ̄ F
k pm

}

=
∫ ∞

PF
m,j

|hd
m,j

|2−γ̄F
k
PN
m,j

|hd
m,j

|2−γ̄F
k

σ2

γ̄F
k
pm

1

λm,j
e
− x

λm,j dx

=























e
−
PF
m,j

|hd
m,j

|2−γ̄F
k
PN
m,j

|hd
m,j

|2−γ̄F
k

σ2

γ̄F
k
pmλm,j ,

PFm,j ≥ PNm,jγ̄
F
k +

γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hdm,j|2
,

1, PFm,j < PNm,jγ̄
F
k +

γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hdm,j|2
.

(31)

Substituting (31) in constraint (14a), we have

PFm,k ≥ −pm
γ̄ F
k λm,j ln p0

|hdm,j|2
+ PNm,jγ̄

F
k +

γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hdm,j|2

= f1

(

PNm,j, pm

)

. (32)
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Let (PN ∗
m,j ,P

F ∗
m,k ,P

∗
j , p

∗
m) denote the optimal solution to

problem (14) and R
∗
m,j,k denote the corresponding optimal

ergodic rate of NUj. We assume

PF ∗
m,k > f1

(

PN ∗
m,j , p

∗
m

)

. (33)

Since f1

(

PNm,j, pm

)

is a monotonically increasing and contin-

uous function of PNm,j with fixed pm, there must exist another

power allocation

(PN ∗
m,j + ǫ,PF ∗

m,k − ǫ,P∗
j , p

∗
m), (34)

which also satisfies (33), i.e., PF ∗
m,k − ǫ > f1

(

PN ∗
m,j + ǫ, p∗

m

)

,

where ǫ is a positive value small enough. Since
(

PN ∗
m,j + ǫ

)

+
(

PF ∗
m,k − ǫ

)

= PN ∗
m,j + PF ∗

m,k ≤ Pmax
BSm

, power allocation (34)

satisfies constraint (14d). It is easy to prove that the power

allocation (34) satisfies the other constraints of problem (14)

because these constraints are only w.r.t. Pj and pm. Let R
†
m,j,k

denote the ergodic rate of NUj with power allocation (34).

Since Rm,j,k is a monotonically increasing function of PNm,j

with fixed pm according to on Proposition 1, it is easy to

prove that R
†
m,j,k > R

∗
m,j,k , which contradicts the optimality

of R∗
m,j,k . Therefore, the assumption (33) is invalid, which

indicates PFm,j = f1

(

PNm,j, pm

)

according to (32).

B. PROOF OF LEMMA 2

According to the channel model, the PDF of |fm,k |2 is

f|fm,k |2 (x) = 1
νm,k

e
− x

νm,k . Based on (9), we have

Pr
{

γ F
m,j,k ≤ γ̄ F

k

}

= Pr

{

Pj
∣
∣hj,k

∣
∣
2

pm|fm,k |2 + σ 2
≤ γ̄ F

k

}

= Pr

{

|fm,k |2 ≥
Pj
∣
∣hj,k

∣
∣
2 − γ̄ F

k σ 2

pmγ̄ F
k

}

=
∫ ∞

Pj|hj,k |2−γ̄F
k

σ2

pm γ̄F
k

1

νm,k
e
− x

νm,k dx

=













e
−
Pj|hj,k |2−γ̄F

k
σ2

pm γ̄F
k

νm,k , Pj ≥
γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hj,k |2
,

1, Pj <
γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hj,k |2
.

(35)

Substituting (35) in constraint (14b), we have

Pj ≥ −pm
γ̄ F
k νm,k ln p0

|hj,k |2
+

γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hj,k |2
. (36)

Constraint (14c) can be transformed into

Pj ≤ pm
|hm|2
∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
γ̄M
m

−
σ 2

∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2

= f2(pm). (37)

Combining (36) and (37), we have

−pm
γ̄ F
k νm,k ln p0

|hj,k |2
+

γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hj,k |2
≤ Pj ≤ pm

|hm|2
∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
γ̄M
m

−
σ 2

∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
, (38)

which is valid only if

−pm
γ̄ F
k νm,k ln p0

|hj,k |2
+

γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hj,k |2
≤ pm

|hm|2
∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
γ̄M
m

−
σ 2

∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
. (39)

Then we transform (39) into

pm

(

|hm|2
∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
γ̄M
m

+
γ̄ F
k νm,k ln p0

|hj,k |2

)

≥
σ 2

∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2

+
γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hj,k |2
. (40)

Since pm is non-negative, the inequity in (40) can hold only

if
|hm|2

|fj|2γ̄M
m

+ γ̄ F
k νm,k ln p0

|hj,k |2
> 0, which is equivalent to (18).

When (18) holds, (40) can be transformed into

pm ≥
γ̄M
m |hj,k |2σ 2 + γ̄ F

k γ̄M
m

∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
σ 2

|hm|2|hj,k |2 + γ̄ F
k γ̄M

m

∣
∣fj
∣
∣
2
νm,k ln p0

= pLBm . (41)

Let (PN ∗
m,j ,P

F ∗
m,k ,P

∗
j , p

∗
m) denote the optimal solution to

problem (14) and R
∗
m,j,k denote the corresponding optimal

ergodic rate of NUj. We assume

P∗
j < f2(p

∗
m). (42)

Since f2 (pm) is a monotonically increasing and continuous

function of pm, there must exist another power allocation

(PN ∗
m,j ,P

F ∗
m,k ,P

∗
j + ǫ, p∗

m − ǫ), (43)

which satisfies (42), i.e., P∗
j + ǫ < f2

(

p∗
m − ǫ

)

, where ǫ is a

positive value small enough. It is easy to prove that the power

allocation (43) satisfies the other constraints of problem (14)

since these constraints are easier to be satisfied with a higher

Pj and a lower pm. Let R
N †
m,j,k denote the ergodic rate of NUj

with power allocation (43). Since Rm,j,k is a monotonically

decreasing function of pm with fixed PNm,j according to on

Proposition 1, we have R
N †
m,j,k > R

∗
m,j,k , which contra-

dicts the optimality of R∗
m,j,k . Therefore, assumption (42) is

invalid, which indicates P∗
j = f2(p

∗
m) according to (37).

C. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Substituting (17) into (14d), we have

PNm,j

(

1 + γ̄ F
k

)

+ pm
γ̄ F
k λm,j ln

1
p0

|hdm,j|2
≤ Pmax

BSm
−

γ̄ F
k σ 2

|hdm,j|2
. (44)

Due to the non-negative values of PNm,j and pm, the right-hand

side of inequity (44) must be non-negative, i.e., (21) must

hold.

According to (44), Lemma 2, and (14e), we can plot the

feasible region for problem (14) depending on PNm,j and pm
in two cases, based on whether pmax

m < A1 or not as shown

in Figure 10 (a) and (b), where A1 =
Pmax
BSm

|hdm,j|
2−γ̄ F

k σ 2

γ̄ F
k νm,j ln(1/p0)

and

A2 =
Pmax
BSm

|hdm,j|
2−γ̄ F

k σ 2

(1+γ̄ F
k )|h

d
m,j|2

. According to Proposition 1, the

optimal solution to problem (14) can only reside at point

P =
(

pLBm , f3
(

pLBm
))

.
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FIGURE 10. Two cases of feasible regions for problem (14) depending on
PN

m,j
and pm. (a) Case I: pmax

m < A1. (b) Case II: pmax
m ≥ A1.

D. PROOF OF LEMMA 3

Let z = γ F
m,j,k . Then the ergodic rate of NUj is

Rm,j,k = EZ

[
1

2
log2 (1 + z)

]

=
1

2

∫ ∞

0

log2 (1 + z) fZ (z)dz

=
1

2 ln 2

∫ ∞

0

1 − FZ (z)

1 + z
dz, (45)

where fZ (z) and FZ (z) are the PDF and the cumulative

distribution function (CDF) of the random variable Z ,

respectively.

Then FZ (z) in (45) is given by

FZ (z) = Pr









PNm,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

pm|gm,j|2 + σ 2
< z









= Pr









|gm,j|2 >
PNm,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

zpm
−

σ 2

pm









=
∫ ∞

PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

zpm
− σ2

pm

1

λm,j
e
− x

λm,j dx

=















e
−
PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

zpmλm,j
+ σ2

pmλm,j , 0 < z <
PNm,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

σ 2
,

1, z ≥
PNm,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

σ 2
.

(46)

Substituting (46) in (45), we have

Rm,j,k =
1

2

∫
PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

σ2

0

1 − e
−
PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

zpmλm,j
+ σ2

pmλm,j

1 + z
dz

=
1

2
log2




1 +

PNm,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

σ 2






−
1

2 ln 2
e

σ2

pmλm,j

∫
PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

σ2

0

e
−
PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

zpmλm,j

1 + z
dz

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q1

, (47)

where

Q1

θ= 1
zHHHH
∫ ∞

σ2

PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

e
−
PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

pmλm,j
θ

1 + 1
θ

(

−
1

θ2

)

dθ

=
∫ ∞

σ2

PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

e
−
PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

pmλm,j
θ

θ + 1
−
e
−
PN
m,j

∣
∣
∣hdm,j

∣
∣
∣

2

pmλm,j
θ

θ
dθ. (48)

According to equations (3.352.4) and (3.351.6) in [45], we

can obtain (25) by substituting (48) in (47).
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